Felina’s scrawls 3
We loaded the mule with the most valuable stuff. Time to leave. You never know if or when
they return to finish the job. We cannot travel too fast though… most of us are barely alive
and exhausted from the fight.
While I am scouting the easiest way to…. Somewhere, Kendalan is hiding our trail. After a
while Kura proposed to split and set a false trail. Kendalan an Kura have a plan and a place to
meet again.
At last, a place to rest. I am too tired to do a first watch…..
Later on while I am doing my turn with Kendalan, some invisible creature lands on the nearby
cliff. Apparently it does not spot us……..
This day we decide to go to a village. We need a good rest, resupply, do some repairs, etc.
Late at night we arrive at the gate. The farmers are easily convinced they have to let us poor
travellers in.
The next day is a day of hard work… I mean really work. The dwarf is making bolts , the elf
is making arrows and the smith is making a hammer. Somehow I ended up with making an
armour for Reed…. And a sling for the dwarf…. I mean, working leather is bad for your
hands. I will need a manicure. Obviously not available in a village with peasants like this!
I thought about buying an extra mule. Our stuff fits on the one we have. For now. You never
know what we might encounter next time. Think big.
The ballet like thing Jay is doing in the morning feels good. It helps practising my dance and
it keeps my muscles supple.
To get myself out of the frontline and out of platemail I tell the others I am using magic….
More than that. I offer to use my magic to aid them to do their thing better. I hope Reed will
be able to cast as well soon so we can combine our spellpower.
Still, avoiding the next battle may be best.
The next day we leave early. We have to catch up with Kura. Before we cross a river we see
an orcish boot floating by. Of course we have to find out if there are orcs nearby and we
follow the water upstream.
Kendalan and I scout a bit and find a waterfall. There is a hidden entrance of a cave behind it.
We decide to inform the others first. While we as group are returning to the waterfall, Reed
fell into the water. Poor girl! This water is freezing! I even had to use magic to calm her a bit.
Now we have to find Kura……

